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The stages of the W.S.O.K will take place over the course of two weeks where players will be free to

organize their own Swiss matches, and then clash in the Sunday Championship Tournament.

The formats will change for each stage of the I.S.O.K. and will alternate between: ARCHON BO3,

ADAPTIVE BO3, TRIAD. The activation for each stage will take place only after having completed

registration for the tournament and having �lled out the appropriate form on the site.

It will be possible to LEND THE DECK only if the players will be able to have it

physically (it is therefore possible to fetch it from a friend or have it sent to you) if

in the veri�cation form there is a photo of the Archon attached to your own personal

identity and the names must match.

NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE ALLOWED FOR THIS RULE; IF FOUND PLAYER WILL BE DISQUALIFICATION 
FROM THE TOURNAMENT!

TOURNAMENT STAGES WILL FOLLOW THE ADVANCED STRUCTURE OF THE OFFICIAL RULES

OF TOURNAMENTS (AVAILABLE ON THE ASMODEE WEBSITE)

SCORING SYSTEM

Each stage will award points to the top players according to this structure:

12 PARTICIPANTS

3rd and 4th place 30pt

2nd place 50pt

1st place 100pt

FROM 13 UP TO 24 PARTICIPANTS

5th to 8th Place 30pt

3rd and 4th place 50pt

2nd place 100pt

1st place 200pt

FROM 25 UP TO 76 PARTICIPANTS

5th to 8th Place 50pt

3rd and 4th place 100pt

2nd place 150pt

1st place 300pt

77+ PARTICIPANTS

9th to 16th Place 30pt

5th to 8th place 70pt

3rd and 4th place 120pt

2nd place 170pt

1st place 320pt

* In the event of equal points, the player who participated in the greatest number of events
   will be awarded the tiebreaker.

** In the MAIN EVENT the points are doubled for all positions
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- For any doubts regarding the ruling of one or more cards, players are asked to write in the appropria-
te "Regulations" channel and, if possible, wait for the arrival of a judge to clarify any doubts

- The matches must be made no later than 48 hours:

MON / TUE shift1; WEDNESDAY / THU shift2; FRI / SAT shift 3; SUN / MON shift 4; TUE / WED round 5; 
THU / FRI round 6; SAT top 8; SUN live (*) from 7pm TOP 4 and �nals)

- The time of a round (the result must be reported on an autonomous challenge by 9.00 of the 
following day, in case of no result reported and clear proof of the match played by the allowed time 
the result of the match will be considered a draw). In the case a player doesn't respond to the messa-
ges, the player who contacted him has the game won by default. This does not apply to the matches 
played for the Championship rounds.

(*) THE KEYFORGE NETWORK RESERVES THE EXCLUSIVE OF THE LIVE OF THE SEMIFINAL AND THE FINAL

THEREFORE, WE ASK ALL STREAMERS TO PLEASE RESPECT THIS REQUEST AND LEAVE

THIS CONTNENT FOR THE KEYFORGE NETWORK CHANNEL.

- It is allowed to play the next round in advance, provided of course all the matches of the round 
previous are �nished. However, the advance will not entail the possibility of asserting one's own 
reasons for having contacted the opponent without an answer who will still have 48 hours to play his 
round as established at the start and not from the time of the start of the next round

- The matches must be played with the "show hands to spectators" option disabled. Spectators are 
allowed to watch games, but any outside assistance will result in a DQ player who receives the aid.

- The "Manual Mode" can only be activated with the consent of both players. However, it is allowed go 
into "Manual Mode" only if a player were to call a house incorrectly, but without play or use any cards 
that turn

- In case of disconnection, "Disconnection" is declared such only if both players come thrown out of 
the game, if only one disconnects, the other must remain in the room and wait for the return of the 
opponent for the next 10 minutes, in the event that the opponent does not return any both the situa-
tion of the game, the player who remained in the room (after appropriate demonstration of the facts) 
can choose whether to wait, replay the game or request a game won at the table.

- When both players are thrown out of the game, the game must be repeated except in special cases of 
clear advantage If one player is in check for the third key while the other is not yet halfway through the 
second, the game the player in check for the third one wins

- P.S. half key means 3 amber and not half the current cost

- If there are at least 2 keys of di�erence between the players, the leading player wins

Eg: 2 keys 4 amber vs 0 keys 3 amber, the player with the advantage wins; 2 keys 1 amber vs 0 keys 3

amber, it repeats itself If the players deem it appropriate, they can agree to win or to repeat a game

even if the rules say otherwise. (Eg a player does not have the 2 keys of advantage but considering the

board, the cards left in the deck it is clear the victory of one over the other, you can agree to

give the victory, but we must both agree. Conversely, one player is in check and the other is not

still halfway through the second but still has a good chance of recovery, we agree to repeat.
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There is no time limit for the match. In the top matches there will be a time limit of 100 minutes

The results must be reported in the challenge link to which you will be invited to join once you com-
plete the registration.

The generic password to use for each game is: wsok

To contact the various players we have prepared the appropriate Discord sub-channel. It is however 
necessary, if an immediate response is missing, contact the player privately. If both players fail to 
contact each other, a game loss will be awarded to both of them.

All players who have not correctly uploaded the photo to DOK with nickname and Archon (MM with 
upgrades), after receiving at least one reminder from one of the organizers, could be disquali�ed, at 
the opponent's discretion the choice of having them loaded at the moment in case in which the 
possessor refuses to do so also because he is unable to do so at that moment immediately disquali�ed.

For the TBs the order will be as follows: Bucholz (challonge) Direct clashes, games won eg. : 2-0 2-1

In the event of an absolute tie, there is no play-o� between players with equal points, but the player 
will pass to the top who has lost the �rst match later in the order (e.g. player 1 wins the �rst and loses 
the second, player two loses the �rst and wins the second. if these players �nd themselves equal to the 
end of the Swiss, they will pass player 1. if the situation is still equal between two or more players, the 
draw will be made random. (** the same also applies to positions of equal merit within the other 
positions already classi�ed at the top)

Tournament drops will not be allowed. the players will then be placed every turn within the grid then if 
a player decides to drop in private conversation he will have to "concede" the game to his opponent 
who after having given the appropriate screenshot to one of the organizers, he will receive the 2-0 
victory. If both players drop the tie will be considered even with a 0-0

The organization reserves the right to make decisions in relation to the regulation even if not speci�ed 
in the regulation section (disciplinary measures, and / or decisions not exactly comply with what is 
written above in case of ambiguous or unclear situations, etc.
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